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Organization of Musical Time
Beat
Musical time is organized by a hierarchy of beat, meter, subdivision, and rhythm. 

The beat is the pulse of the music (what you tap your foot to) and is the foundation of how 
musical time is organized. The speed between consecutive beats is called the tempo and is 
measured in beats per minute or BPM.
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An equal division of a beat is called the subdivision, and syllables are used to represent the 
different types of division. The numbers or down beats are also called strong beats and the 
subdivisions are called weak beats. A single subdivision (count) is named in relation to the 
number that comes before it. 

Notes occurring on one or more counts create the rhythm. There are four states of rhythm: attack 
(beginning of note), sustain (duration of note), release (end of note), and rest (silence). Rhythms 
with an attack on an upbeat without an attack on the preceding down beat are syncopated. 

The “a” of four

The amount of beats in a measure (group of beats) is called the meter. Meter is expressed by 
a time signature written as a fraction with the top number showing how many beats are in 
each measure and the bottom number showing which note value receives the beat.  
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